Abstract. It is known that the bimodule derived mapping spaces between two operads have a delooping in terms of the operadic mapping space. We show a relative version of that statement. The result has applications to the spaces of disc embeddings fixed near the boundary and framed disc embeddings.
Introduction
Let P and Q be topological operads satisfying some mild conditions to be detailed below. Suppose furthermore that we have a map of (pointed) spaces from some space X to the operadic mapping space X → Operad(P, Q).
Then one may in particular form the framed P-bimodule Q•X, for which one uses the basepoint to define the left P-action and the map from X to the mapping space to define the right P-action. Our main result Theorem 4.1 is then that the following is a homotopy fiber sequence (1) Bimod
where the superscript h is used to show that we consider the derived version of the corresponding mapping spaces. This result can be considered as a generalisation of the delooping result [7, 11] (2) Bimod h P (P, Q) ΩOperad h (P, Q), which can be recovered by setting X = * to be a point. We propose three applications of the above result.
Application 1: The space of disc embeddings. Consider the space Emb ∂ (D m , D n ) of disc embeddings fixed in a neighbourhood of the boundary to be the standard equatorial inclusion S m−1 ⊂ S n−1 . Assume furthermore n − m ≥ 3 throughout. Let also D k denote the little k-discs operad. Then the embedding space has two known deloopings, which we shall briefly describe. First, one considers the homotopy fiber over immersions
where V m,n is the Stiefel manifold. It has been shown in [3] that Emb
, and that furthermore (3) Emb
A second delooping is obtained in [9] , where it is shown that
where D m−fr n is the bimodule of m-framed little n-disks, which one should think of as embeddings of m-dimensional disks in the unit n-disk.
Our result (1) above with X = V m,n then shows that both deloopings agree:
by composing f and the G-action. The result (1) in this case yields the first items of the fiber sequence
Since in this case the fiber sequence may be extended as shown we obtain the delooping (6) Bimod h P (P, Q•G) Ω(Operad h (P, Q) G).
Note that in this case the P-bimodule Q•G is in fact an operad. However, the equivalence (2) holds provided Q(1) * and therefore it might not be true if the operad Q is replaced by its framed version Q•G. In fact in case P(0) = Q(0) = * P(1) Q(1), which we will be assuming throughout the paper, it is easy to show that 1 Operad h (P, Q•G) Operad h (P, Q).
We apply the above findings to the spaces of framed disc embeddings Emb
It is shown in [9] that
, where D fr n denotes the operad of positively framed little n-discs. Applying (6) we hence obtain the (m + 1)-st delooping (8) Emb
Application 3: The Goodwillie-Weiss calculus. The deloopings (3) , (4), (7) were obtained in [3, 9] using the Goodwillie-Weiss functor calculus on manifolds. In fact one obtains there the deloopings of the Taylor towers
(without any codimension restriction on m and n) by taking the derived mapping spaces of k-truncated operads and bimodules. Similarly (2) and our main result (1) also have a truncated version:
The obtained delooping result is of a particular interest when m = n:
which should be compared to the Morlet-Burghelea-Lashof delooping of the group of relative to the boundary disc diffeomorphisms [6] :
For other related results on the little discs action on the spaces of disc embeddings and results on their deloopings we refer the reader to [1, 4, 5, 8, 11, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
The Reedy model categories of reduced operads and bimodules
In this section, we cover the notion of a (truncated) operad and a (truncated) bimodule over an operad. We equip these two categories with model category structures, called Reedy model category structures, using left adjoints of the forgetful functors to the model category of Λ-sequences. For a more detailed account about the category of Λ-sequences and the Reedy model category of reduced operads, we refer the reader to [12] . A precise study of the Reedy model category of reduced bimodules can be found in [9, 10] .
2.1. The model category of Λ-sequences. Let Λ be the category whose objects are finite sets [n] := {1, . . . , n}, with n ≥ 1, and morphisms are injective maps between them. By a Λ-sequence, we understand a functor Y : Λ op → Top. By convention, we denote by Y(n) the space Y([n]). In practice, a Λ-sequence Y is a family of spaces Y(1), Y(2), . . . together with operations of the form
A Λ-sequence Y is said to be pointed if the space Y(1) is equipped with a basepoint. Following [12] , the categories ΛS eq and ΛS eq * of Λ-sequences and pointed Λ-sequences, respectively, are endowed with model category structures in which a natural transformation f : Y → Z is a weak equivalence if it is an objectwise weak homotopy equivalence. Furthermore, a natural transformation f is a fibration if the maps 1 The main idea is that for Q Reedy fibrant, see Section 2, the fibers of the maps Q(n) → M(Q)(n) and Q•G(n) → M(Q•G)(n), to the corresponding matching objects, differ only for n = 1, see the proof of Lemma 2.2.
, with n ≥ 1, are Serre fibrations. The space M(Y)(n), called matching object of Y, is given by the formula
where Λ + is the subcategory of Λ consisting of order-preserving maps. Similarly, for k ≥ 1, the category of k-truncated Λ-sequences ΛS eq ≤k (resp. k-truncated pointed Λ-sequences ΛS eq * ≤k ), whose objects are functors Y ∈ ΛS eq (resp. Y ∈ ΛS eq * ) having Y(n) = ∅ for all n > k, inherits a model category structure.
Definition 2.1. Given a topological space X, define the Λ-sequence X ×• assigning to [n] the space X n of maps [n] → X. The Λ-action is defined by precomposition: for any u ∈ Λ([m] , [n]),
For a Λ-sequence Y, define a Λ-sequence Y•X as an objectwise product of Y and X ×• .
Lemma 2.2. In case Y is a Reedy fibrant Λ-sequence, X is any space, the Λ-sequence Y•X is also Reedy fibrant.
Proof. It is easy to see that X ×• is a Reedy fibrant Λ-sequence. Indeed,
And thus
is always a Serre fibration. On the other hand, the objectwise product of two Reedy fibrant Λ-sequences is so as well. • 
for all x ∈ O(n) and y ∈ O(m).
Given an integer k ≥ 1, we also consider the category of k-truncated reduced operads denoted by Operad ≤k . The objects are k-truncated pointed Λ-sequences together with operations of the form (12) with n+m ≤ k +1. Furthermore, one has the following functor called the k-truncation functor: 
where U is the forgetful functor while F Op and F Op ; ≤k are the free operadic functors. In other words, a map f : P → Q of (possibly truncated) operads is a weak equivalence (resp. a fibration) if the corresponding map U( f ) is a weak equivalence (resp. a fibration) in the model category of (possibly truncated) pointed Λ-sequences.
Example 2.3. The framed operad O•G Let G be a topological group and O be a reduced operad for which each space O(n) admits an action of G compatible with the Λ structure and the operadic compositions. Then, the Λ-sequence O•G, see Definition 2.1, inherits an operadic structure from the operad O and the group structure of G. The operadic compositions are given by the following formula:
Example 2.4. The little discs operads D m In arity n, the space D m (n) is the configuration space of n discs of dimension m, labelled by [n], inside the unit disc of dimension m having disjoint interiors. The unit in arity 1 is given by the identity map. The Λ-structure is obtained by removing some discs and permuting the other ones. Finally, the operadic composition • i substitutes the i-th disc of the first configuration by the second configuration as illustrated in Figure 1 . In particular, each space D m (n) admits an action of SO(m) and we denote by D fr m the corresponding framed operad. 
satisfying some compatibility relations with the Λ-structure, associativity and unit axioms [9] . A map between Obimodules should respect these operations. We denote by Bimod O the category of reduced bimodules over the reduced operad O. In what follows, we use the notation
Given an integer k ≥ 1, we also consider the category of k-truncated reduced bimodules over O denoted by Bimod O ; ≤k . The objects are k-truncated Λ-sequences together with operations of the form (13) with n + m − 1 ≤ k for the right operations and m 1 + · · · + m n ≤ k for the left operation. Furthermore, one has the functor
For k ≥ 1, the categories Bimod O and Bimod O ; ≤k of reduced bimodules and k-truncated reduced bimodules over a reduced operad O, respectively, are also endowed with Reedy model category structures transferred from ΛS eq and ΛS eq ≤k , respectively, along the adjunctions
where U is the forgetful functor while F B and F B ; ≤k are the free bimodule functors. In other words, a map f : P → Q of (possibly truncated) O-bimodules is a weak equivalence (resp. a fibration) if the corresponding map U( f ) is a weak equivalence (resp. a fibration) in the model category of (possibly truncated) Λ-sequences.
Example 2.5. Let η : P → Q be a map of operads. In that case, the map η is also a bimodule map over P and the right operations of bimodule structure on Q is given by
while the left operation is defined as follows:
Example 2.6. The fiber bundle bimodule Q•X. Let f : P → Q be a map of reduced operads and (X ; * ) be a pointed space equipped with a map δ : X → Operad(P, Q) sending the basepoint to f . By convention, we denote by δ x : P → Q the operadic map associated to x ∈ X. We can think of X as a space of P-bimodule structures on Q by twisting the right module structure. Then, the Λ-sequence Q•X, see Definition 2.1, is a P-bimodule. The left operation is obtained using the operadic map f
while the right operations are given by
In the sequel we consider a more general situation -when the map δ sends X to the derived operadic mapping space: (14) δ :
Assuming Q is Reedy fibrant (if necessary by taking its fibrant replacement Q → Q f ) and P is well-pointed and Σ-cofibrant, the target of δ is the operadic mapping space Operad h (P, Q) = Operad(WP, Q), where WP is the BoardmanVogt resolution of P reviewed in the next section. Thus Q•X is given the structure of a WP-bimodule. Let us mention, however, that the restriction-induction adjunction (15) Ind : Bimod WP Bimod P : Restr is a Quillen equivalence [10] , and therefore it does not matter which of the two homotopy categories of bimodules we consider.
3. Delooping derived mapping spaces of bimodules 3.1. The Boardman-Vogt resolution in the category of operads. Let P be a reduced operad. We denote its Boardman-Vogt construction by WP. The points are equivalence classes [T ; {t e } ; {a v }] where T is a rooted tree, {a v } v∈V(T ) is a family of points in P labelling the vertices of T and {t e } e∈E int (T ) is a family of real numbers in the interval [0 , 1] indexing the inner edges. In other words, one has
where tree n is the set of planar rooted trees with n leaves labelled by an element in the permutation group Σ n and without univalent vertices. The equivalence relation is generated by the unit axiom (i.e. we remove vertices labelled by the unit of the operad P) and the compatibility with the symmetric group axiom (a vertex v labelled by a · σ, with σ ∈ Σ |v| , is identified with a by permuting the incoming edges of v according to σ). Furthermore, if an inner edge is indexed by 0, then we contract it by using the operadic structure of P. Let [T ; {t e } ; {a v }] be a point in WP(n) and [T ; {t e } ; {a v }] be a point in WP(m). The operadic composition [T ; {t e } ; {a v }]• i [T ; {t e } ; {a v }] is obtained by grafting T to the i-th incoming input of T and indexing the new inner edge by 1. The Λ-structure is defined by permuting the leaves and contracting some of them using the Λ-structure of the operad P. Furthermore, there is a map of operads sending the real numbers indexing the inner edges to 0
Definition 3.1. By a Σ-cofibrant object, we understand a Λ-sequence X such that each space X(n), with n ≥ 1, is cofibrant in the model category Σ k of spaces equipped with an action of the symmetric group Σ k . Fibrations and weak equivalences for this model structure are objectwise Serre fibrations and objectwise weak equivalences. A pointed Λ-sequence X is said to be well pointed if the map * 1 → X(1) is a cofibration. From now on, we introduce a filtration of the resolution WP according to the arity. A point in WP is said to be prime if the real numbers indexing the set of inner edges are strictly smaller than 1. Besides, a point is said to be composite if one of its inner edges is indexed by 1 and such a point can be decomposed into prime components. More precisely, the prime components of a point indexed by a tree are obtained by cutting the edges labelled by 1. A prime point is in the k-th filtration term WP k if it has at most k leaves. Then, a composite point is in the k-th filtration term if its prime components are in WP k . For instance, the composite point in Figure 3 is an element in the filtration term WP 4 . By convention, WP 0 is the initial object in the category of operads. For each k ≥ 0, WP k is a reduced operad and the family {WP k } produces the following filtration of WP:
From a k-truncated reduced operad P k , we consider the k-free operad F Op k (P k ) whose k first components coincide with P k . The functor F Op k is left adjoint to the truncation functor (−) ≤k and it can be expressed as a quotient of the free operad functor in which the equivalence relation is generated by the following axiom: any composite element is identified with the composition of its prime components. In our case, we can easily check that F Op k ((WP) ≤k ) = WP k , since WP k is the sub-operad of WP generated by its k first components. Consequently, from this adjunction and Theorem 3.2, we deduce the following identifications:
3.2.
A cofibrant resolution of P in the category of bimodules over itself. The operad P may naturally be considered as a reduced bimodule of itself. We will use (a slight variant of) the cofibrant resolution BP of P as a bimodule introduced by Ducoulombier in [7] . The points are equivalence classes [T ; {t v } ; {x v }] where T is a tree, {t v } is a family of real numbers in the interval [0 , 1] indexing the vertices and {x v } is a family of points in WP labelling the vertices. Furthermore, if e is an inner edge of T , then the real numbers t s(e) and t t(e) indexing respectively the source and the target vertices of e according to the orientation toward the root satisfy the relation t s(e) ≥ t t(e) :
The equivalence relation is generated by the unit and the compatibility with the symmetric group axioms. Furthermore, if two vertices joined by an edge have the same height, then the edge may be contracted, using the operadic composition in WP as illustrated in Figure 4 . The object so obtained inherits a bimodule structure over WP. The left and right module structures along a point in WP(m), with m ≥ 1, are both obtained by grafting trees, with the newly formed vertices being assigned height 0 for the left module structure and height 1 for the right module structure. Moreover, the Λ-structure is defined by permuting some leaves and contracting the other ones using the Λ structure of WP. Furthermore, there is a map of bimodules sending the real numbers indexing the vertices to 0: Theorem 3.3. [7, Theorem 2.6], [10] Assume that P is a well pointed Σ-cofibrant operad. Then, the objects BP and (BP) ≤k are cofibrant replacements of P and P ≤k in the categories Bimod WP and Bimod WP ; ≤k , respectively. In particular, the map (18) is a weak equivalence. From now on, we introduce a filtration of the resolution BP according to the arity. Similarly to the operadic case a point in BP is said to be prime if the real numbers indexing the vertices of the main tree are in the interval ]0 , 1[. Besides, a point is said to be composite if one vertex of the main tree is indexed by 0 or 1 and such a point can be decomposed into prime components. More precisely, the prime components of a point are obtained by removing the vertices of the main tree indexed by 0 or 1. For instance, the two prime components associated to the composite point in Figure 6 are the following ones:
A prime point is in the k-th filtration term BP k if it has at most k leaves. Similarly, a composite point is in the k-filtration if its prime components are in BP k . For instance, the composite point in Figure 6 is an element in the filtration term BP 4 . By convention BP 0 is the initial element in the category of bimodules over WP -it is empty in all arities ≥ 1. The family {BP k } produces the following filtration of BP:
Analogously to the operadic case, from a k-truncated bimodule M k , we consider the k-free bimodule F B k (M k ) whose k first components coincide with M k . Similarly to the operadic case, the functor F B k is left adjoint to the truncation functor (−) ≤k and can be expressed as a quotient of the free bimodule functor in which the equivalence relation is generated by the following axiom: any composite element in M k is equivalent to the corresponding product of its prime components. Consequently, there are the following identifications:
3.3.
The weak equivalence of D 1 -algebras. In the previous subsection we introduced a cofibrant replacement BP of an operad P in the category of bimodules over WP. In [7] , the author uses this resolution in order to equip the corresponding model of the derived mapping space of bimodules with a structure of D 1 -algebra. Then, he shows the following statement: 
In what follows, we assume that the operad Q is fibrant in the Reedy model category of reduced operads. If it is not the case, then we substitute Q with any fibrant resolution Q f . Such resolution is equipped with a mapη : P → Q → Q f making Q f into a fibrant object in both categories of reduced operads and bimodules over WP. Similarly, for any k ≥ 1, the k-truncated operad Q f ≤k gives rise to a fibrant replacement of Q ≤k in the categories of k-truncated operads and k-truncated bimodules over WP.
By using the resolutions WP and WP k for (truncated) operads as well as the resolutions BP and BP k for (truncated) bimodules, we can easily define the map ξ and ξ k . First of all, we recall that a point in the loop space ΩOperad(WP ; Q), based in η•µ : WP → P → Q, is given by a family of maps
satisfying the following conditions:
). Let g = {g n } be a point in the loop space and let [T ; {t v } ; {x v }] be a point in BP. This element is a tree whose vertices are labelled by pairs (x v , t v ). To obtain ξ(g) [T ; {t v } ; {x v }] we replace the label of each vertex v of T by g |v| (x v , t v ) ∈ Q(|v|) and then we compose all these elements using the structure of T and the operadic compositions of Q. For instance, the image of the point [T ; {t v } ; {x v }] ∈ BP(9) associated to the operadic composition in Figure 5 is the following one:
ξ(g)([T ; {t v } ; {x v }]) = g 2 (x 1 ; t 1 ) g 3 (a ; 1) ; g 3 (x 2 ; t 2 ) , = g 3 (x 1 ; t 1 ) µ•η(a) ; g 3 (x 2 ; t 2 ) .
The homotopy fiber case
For the rest of this section, η : P → Q is a map of reduced operads and (X ; * ) is a pointed space equipped with a map δ : X → Operad(WP, Q) sending the basepoint to the composite map η•µ : WP → P → Q. According to the notation introduced in Example 2.6, applied to the composite map η•µ, one has a WP-bimodule Q•X twisting the right operations according to the space X. The purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem: Theorem 4.1. Suppose that X is a path-connected pointed space; P and Q are reduced topological operads; P is well pointed and Σ cofibrant; Q is Reedy fibrant; P(1) and Q(1) are weakly contractible. Then, the following are homotopy fiber sequences:
Proof. We only prove the statement in the usual case. The same arguments work for the truncated case. The result is a consequence of Theorems 4.4 and 4.6 in which we introduce an intermediate space Bimod WP ; X (BP ; Q) together with explicit weak equivalences
For the rest of the section we will be assuming that P and Q are reduced topological operads; P is well-pointed and Σ-cofibrant; Q is Reedy fibrant.
4.1.
A bundle of bimodule maps. For x ∈ X we denote by Q x the WP-bimodule obtained from Q by using the map δ x to define the right WP-action and the map δ * to define the left WP-action. In other word, the WP-bimodule structure of Q x := {Q x (n) = Q(n), n ≥ 1} is given by the following formulas:
Next define Bimod WP,X (BP, Q) to be the space consisting of pairs (x, f ), where x ∈ X and f ∈ Bimod WP (BP, Q x ). There is a natural inclusion
such that the image of (x, f ) as above is the map Proof. The first truncation map (22) has been proved to be a Serre fibration by the first author in [7] (using projective model category structures). More precisely, we show that each truncation map of the form
is a Serre fibration. For simplicity let us assume first that P(1) = * . We introduce the subspace ∂BP(k) = BP k−1 (k) -it consists of points in BP(k) having at least one vertex of the main tree labelled by 0 or 1. The space ∂BP(k) is equipped with an action of the symmetric group Σ k and one has the pullback diagram
where Top Σ k is the model category of spaces equipped with an action of the symmetric group Σ k and M(−) is the matching object (11) . Since the operad Q is assumed to be fibrant in the Reedy model category of reduced operads, the same is true for the bimodule Q•X due to Lemma 2.2. Furthermore, we can prove that the inclusion from ∂BP(k) into BP(k) is a Σ k -cofibration. Consequently, the vertical maps in the above diagram are Serre fibrations. In case P(1) * one has to consider an auxiliary filtration in the inclusion BP k−1 ⊂ BP k , k ≥ 2:
where BP k−1,i is a subbimodule of BP k generated by the prime components of arity ≤ k − 1 and also of arity k with ≤ i vertices. An argument similar to the one above shows that each map
is a Serre fibration. Similarly, we prove that the second truncation map (23) is a Serre fibration. For example assuming P(1) = * and using the above notation, one has the following pullback diagram in which the space X does not appear in the right-hand terms since it has been fixed in the space Bimod WP,X (BP k−1 , Q):
So the vertical maps of the above diagram and the truncation map (23) are also Serre fibrations.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that P (1) is contractible. Then the natural map
is a weak equivalence.
Proof. We shall in fact show that the arrows in the commutative diagram
are weak equivalences. Let 1 denote the initial element in the category of reduced operads. It is a point in arity one and empty in all the other arities ≥ 2. The natural inclusion 1 ≤1 → WP ≤1 is an equivalence of 1-truncated reduced operads. As a consequence for 1-truncated WP-bimodules M, M the restriction map
is a weak equivalence. On the other hand a reduced 1-truncated bimodule M over 1 is just a space M(1) with no additional structure. Thus provided M(1) is a cofibrant space,
Hence we find
Here the map to the right-hand side is given by taking the image of the unit element. By essentially the same argument we show that the map Bimod X,P,≤1 (BP, Q) → Q(1) × X is a weak equivalence. This then shows the Lemma. 
Using the Λ-operations one verifies that the fibers Y are identical for both fibrations. Since P (1) is contractible by assumption we may use Lemma 4.3 to conclude that the right-hand vertical map is a weak equivalence. Hence so must be the middle vertical map.
4.2.
The map from the homotopy fiber. Furthermore, one has a natural map
First, an element of the homotopy fiber on the left-hand side is a pair (x, g) with x ∈ X and a path g in Operad(WP, Q) connecting δ * (at t = 0) and δ x (at t = 1). Concretely, g is a family of continuous maps
satisfying the relations:
Let (x ; g) be an element in the homotopy fiber and let [T ; {t v } ; {x v }] be a point in BP. It is a tree T with each vertex v labelled by a pair (x v , t v ). The application ψ sends (x ; g) to the pair (x ; ψ (g)), where
is defined as follows. One replaces each label (x v , t v ) by g |v| (x v , t v ) and then one composes the new labels using the structure of T and the composition maps of the operad Q. For instance, the image of the point [T ; {t v } ; {x v }] ∈ BP(6) associated to the operadic composition in Figure 5 is the following one:
We will derive our main result (1) from the following statements. Proof. We suppose we have maps f 0 , g fitting into a commutative diagram
and we desire to construct the lift f = f (x, t), with x ∈ D k and t ∈ [0, 1]. Concretely, we define the bimodule map f (x, t) : BP → Q as follows. For a decorated tree T with heights we cut the tree at height 1 − t/2 so as to obtain a two level decomposition
where T 0 , T 1 , . . . , T m are subtrees. We may rescale the heights in T 0 by the rule h → h/(1 − t/2) so as to obtain a heighted tree T is assigned the element q v = δ g(x,2s v +t−2) (y v ) ∈ Q(|v|). To obtain q i we then compose all these elements q v using the structure of the tree T i and the compositions of Q. Then we finally set f (x, t)(T ) to be the composition (right action)
One verifies that this procedure is well defined and yields a map of operadic bimodules, which continuously depends on x, t.
Alternative proof. In view of Lemma 4.2 it is enough to show that the map π 1 : Bimod WP,X (BP 1 , Q) → X is a Serre fibration. The WP-bimodule BP 1 is cofibrant. If we denote by BP 0 the initial element in the category of WPbimodules (it is empty in all arities ≥ 1), then it means that the map BP 0 → BP 1 is a cofibration. In particular, the map Bimod WP,X (BP 1 , Q) −→ Bimod WP,X (BP 0 , Q) = X is a Serre fibration. To give more details, in case P(1) = * , one has WP(1) = * and BP(1) = * . The map π 1 in this case is the projection Q(1) × X → X, which is obviously a Serre fibration. In general case P(1) * , one needs to consider the filtration
where BP 0,i is the subbimodule of BP generated by the prime elements of arity one and with at most i vertices. Then it is an easy check that the map
is a Serre fibration.
Now our main result is the following. Proof. We compare the two (horizontal) homotopy fiber sequences
The left-hand vertical arrow is a weak equivalence by Theorem 3.4, and so is the right-hand vertical arrow. We conclude that the middle vertical arrow must be a weak equivalence as well.
4.3.
A weak equivalence of Swiss-Cheese algebras. The one dimensional Swiss-Cheese operad SC 1 is a two coloured operad with set of colours S = {o , c} introduced by Voronov [18] . It is a relative version of the one dimensional little discs operad D 1 defined as follows:
An algebra over SC 1 is given by a pair of topological spaces (A , B) such that A is a D 1 -algebra and B is a left module over A. A typical example of SC 1 -algebra are the pair of spaces of the form
where f : X → Y is a map of pointed spaces. In particular, we are interested in the case Y = Operad(WP, Q) based on the composite map η•µ : WP → P → Q. So, the pair 
and
The bimodule map α n,o (c ; f 1 , · · · , f n+1 ) is defined by using a decomposition of the points y = [T ; {t v } ; {x v }] ∈ BP according to the parameters indexing the vertices. Roughly speaking, the little discs < c 1 , . . . , c n+1 > subdivide the tree T into sub-trees as shown in Figure 7 . Then, we apply the bimodule map f i to the sub-trees associated to the little disc c i and the composite map η•µ : BP → P → Q to the sub-trees associated to gaps. Finally, we put together the pieces by using the operadic structure of Q and the left Q-module of Q•X. By construction, we can assume that the representative point y does not have two consecutive vertices (i.e. connected by an inner edge) indexing by the same real number. For the moment, we also assume that the tree T is planar (i.e. the leaves are labelled by the identity permutation). 
More precisely, a sub-point of y = [T ; {t v } ; {x v }] is an element in BP obtained from y by taking a sub-tree of T preserving the indexation. A sub-point w is said to be associated to the gap h i if the vertices below w (seen as a subpoint of y) are strictly smaller than h i (0) whereas the vertices above w are strictly bigger than h i (1). Furthermore, the parameters indexing the vertices of the main tree of w are in the interval [ 
} of sub-points associated the gap h i is ordered using the planar structure of the tree T . For instance, the sets T [h 0 ; y] and T [h 1 ; y] associated to the point in Figure 7 are the following ones:
where the trivial tree without vertex represents the class of the 1-corolla indexed by (ι( * 1 ) ; t) with t ∈ [0 , 1] and * 1 the unit of the operad P.
Similarly, a sub-point z is said to be associated to the little disc c i if the vertices below z (seen as a sub-point in y) are smaller than c i (0) whereas the vertices above z are bigger than c i ( } of sub-points associated the little disc c i is ordered using the planar structure of the tree T . For instance, the sets T [c 1 ; y] and T [c 2 ; y] associated with the point y in Figure 7 are the following ones:
Let us remark that we really need the trivial trees in the above definition since the bimodule maps { f i } do not necessarily map the trivial tree to the unit of the operad Q. Furthermore, we need an application rescaling the parameters of the sub-points: )) .
We do not need to rescale the sub-points associated to gaps since the map µ : BP → P sends all the parameters indexing the vertices to 0. This construction produces also a C 1 -algebra structure on Bimod WP (BP k , Q) because the sub-points of an element in BP k are still elements in BP k and the rescaling maps (27) decrease the number of geometrical inputs. As an example, if we denote by z Bimod WP (BP, Q•X))        is a morphism of SC 1 -algebras. Furthermore, if X is path-connected and the spaces P(1) and Q(1) are weakly contractible, then this is a weak equivalence of SC 1 -algebras.
